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Abstract: As urbanization continues to accelerate, the number of cities and their growing populations
have created problems, such as the congestion and noise related to transportation, the pollution
from industry, and the difficulty of disposing of garbage. An emerging urban strategy is to make
use of digital technologies and big data to help improve the quality of life of urban residents. In the
past decade, more and more researchers have studied smart cities, and the number of literature in
this field grows rapidly, making it “big data”. With the aim of better understanding the contexts of
smart-city research, including the distribution of topics, knowledge bases, and the research frontiers
in the field, this paper is based on the Science Citation Index Expanded (SCIE) and Social Sciences
Citation Index (SSCI) in the Web of Science (WoS) Core Collection, and the method used is that of
comprehensive scientometric analysis and knowledge mapping in terms of diversity, time slicing,
and dynamics, using VOSviewer and CiteSpace to study the literature in the field. The main
research topics can be divided into three areas—“the concepts and elements of the smart city”,
“the smart city and the Internet of Things”, and “the smart city of the future”—through document
co-citation analysis. There are four key directions—“research objectives and development-strategy
research”, “technical-support research”, “data-processing and applied research”, and “management
and applied research”—analyzed using keywords co-occurrence. Finally, the research frontiers
are urban-development, sustainable cities, cloud computing, artificial intelligence, integration,
undertaken through keyword co-occurrence analysis.
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1. Introduction

With the growth of cities, urban development is facing enormous challenges, such as inefficient
urban management, congested transportation, emergency protocols that are difficult to implement,
and imperfect environmental-monitoring systems [1]. In order to improve urban management,
the concept of the smart city, with IoT technology as its core, was born. The “smart city”,
through participatory governance, investment in human capital, and both traditional and modern
communications infrastructure, can promote sustainable economic growth, improve the quality of
life of residents, and allow sustainable and integrated management of natural resources [2]. In recent
years, researchers in a variety of fields have been devoting more and more time to researching
them. For example, Caragliu et al. [3] have conducted in-depth research into the dimensions of the
smart city, and Zanella et al. [4] have researched its technology. This research area has produced
many papers, and the construction of smart cities has become a priority of numerous countries.
In China, the National Development and Reform Commission [5] released a “Notice on Organizing
New Smart-City Evaluations and Promoting the Healthy and Rapid Development of New Smart
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Cities”, while the United States government released a “Federal Cloud Computing Strategy” [6], which
supports the application and development of big data as a national strategy.

In recent years some researchers have conducted overviews of the literature related to smart cities.
A method of data taxonomy was proposed for major smart-city date entities [7]. Giffinger et al. [8]
proposed that enhancements to urban life could be regarded in six dimensions: People, government,
economy, mobility, environment, and living. Angelidou [9] classified smart cities as “new versus
existing” cities, and divided smart-city projects into “soft” and “hard” implementations, as well as
the factors affecting the influence of journals on smart-city development [10,11]. Ingwersen and
Serrano-López [12] conducted a scientometric analysis of the literature from 1990–2016, dividing it
into three time periods, but they confused the concept with similar ones, including smart, digital,
intelligent, knowledge, sustainable, and green city(ies). Albino [13], meanwhile, had already clarified
the differences among these. Mora et al. [14] combined multiple databases to study the literature related
to smart cities from 1992–2012; however, we found only 19 documents in the WoS Core-Collection
database for this period. Komninos and Mora [15] analyzed the literature on smart cities in terms of
three structural axes based on the data provided by Mora et al. [14]. Li [16] studied co-keywords and
bibliographic coupling in just two dimensions—STE (science, technology, and engineering) and SSH
(social sciences and humanities), but it is also very interesting to study the development process of
smart-city as presented in the classic documents. Moreover, the strength of the bibliographic coupling
was fixed, while the co-citation strength was dynamic, making the co-citation analysis of the internal
relationships of the scientific literature and the dynamic structure of scientific development better than
the bibliographic coupling.

In summary, the bibliometric and scientometric analyses of the relevant smart-city studies still
need further improvement. We do not know the distribution of research on smart-cities in the WoS
Core-Collection database, whose authority is self-evident. These researchers have examined the
smart-city literature from specific viewpoints (such as data, governance, or concept). However,
about the knowledge bases of the research and its focuses—is it more interested in technology?
e-governance? people? environment?—we know too little, and little research has been done on
document co-citation and keyword co-occurrence. In order to fill these gaps, this paper tries to capture
an overall picture of smart-city research, and detect its frontiers and knowledge bases. Our innovation
is to summarize the knowledge bases using document co-citation, and to explore research hotspots
through keyword co-occurrence. The goal of this paper is to provide a detailed overview of smart
cities, based on the following research questions.

• What are the main source journals and discipline distribution in smart-city research?
• What are the distributions of research power in terms of countries, organizations, and authorship?
• What are the core research topics and their knowledge bases?
• What are the research hotspots and trends?

To answer these questions, this paper is based on SCIE and SSCI in the WoS Core Collection
database, and the methods of scientometric analysis and knowledge mapping from the perspectives of
diversity, time slicing, and dynamics, using VOSviewer and CiteSpace to comprehensively study the
literature in the field. To analyze the areas of concentration in smart-city research by analyzing the
distributions of research power (by country, organization, and author), to analyze the main research
areas of different periods, and to seek the knowledge bases and further development of smart-city by
document co-citation, keyword co-occurrence, and reference burst-detection is the object of this paper.

The remainder of the work is structured as follows: Section 2 introduces the bibliometric and
scientometric methods to be used in this paper; Section 3 covers the yearly quantitative distribution
of the publications, the main source journals, and distribution across disciplines, the main countries
(territories), organizations, and countributors, and their degrees of cooperation, with document
co-citation, reference burst-detection, and keyword co-occurrence in the field showing the results
retrieved for this paper; and Section 4 is the conclusion, and deals with prospects for the future.
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2. Methodology

2.1. Data Source and Processing

This paper uses the documents indexed by SCIE and SSCI in the WoS Core Collection database
owned by Clarivate Analytics as its source of literature. The retrieval topic “smart-city”, “smart-cities”
and document types “article” and “review” over a time span of “all years” (as of 4 October 2019) led to
a total of 2920 papers. Using WoS as the search source guaranteed the quality of the literature and gave
a solid basis to the analysis [17]. The database not only allows a comprehensive and standardized way
of searching for information, but also covers the major journals of a variety of disciplines, including
earth and atmospheric sciences, computer science, social sciences and humanities, and so on [18].
Compared with Scopus, the WoS data is better suited to VOSviewer and CiteSpace, and the “journal
citation reports (JCR)” tool and “create citation report” function in WoS were used in this paper.

2.2. Analytical Methods and Tools

As documents have become more numerous, the weakness of traditional bibliometrics has become
more obvious in terms of its subjectivity, incompleteness, and time-consuming nature. Comprehensively
understanding and the evaluation of the literature in a given field requires a more scientific bibliometric.
Scientometrics involves quantitative assessment of scientific activities based on bibliometrics and
statistics, and provides decision-makers with easy-to-understand quantitative data [19]. The evaluation
indicators are quite objective [20]. Peer researchers form an objective “citation-network” relationship
through mutual citations in papers and other works, and scientometrics is based on these. It has
universal authority and credibility [21], and makes use of the internationally renowned literature-search
tool. The Scientific Citation Index (SCI), whose selections are based on Garfield’s Law of Document
Sets and Bradford’s Discrete Law, has strict standards and procedures, and is also both economical and
fast [20].

A knowledge map is a kind of graph showing the relationship between the development process
and the structure of scientific knowledge. It takes scientific knowledge as the research object, applies
mathematics, information science, computer science, and other subject areas, and develops laws on
the basis of a variety of methods and techniques to produce the two-dimensional figure known as
a knowledge map [22]. With improvements in computer processing, electronic information, and the
patent authorization of documents, knowledge maps have become more and more powerful as methods
of data visualization, enabling researchers to analyze and assess the trends and research frontiers
of subject areas. Many tools exist for producing scientific-knowledge maps, and each software tool
has characteristics, techniques, and algorithms specific to it [23]. BibExcle allows preprocessing of
textual data to be performed and bibliometric networks to be extracted [24], but it does not allow for
adequate visualization of the output. CoPalRed has a great de-duplication feature, but is focused
only keywords [25]. Network Workbench (NWB) and Sci2 have de-duplication modules and good
network-reduction features, but require external software [23]. VOSviewer has a good manual for
constructing and visualizing bibliometric maps of any kind of co-occurrence data [26]. CiteSpace
has a large wiki in which major problems are dealt with, and its main object is to promote analysis
of trends in a knowledge field [27]. Both CiteSpace and VOSviewer were developed using the Java
programming language, and therefore can be applied to any platform. This is why we have decided to
use them here. These two software tools have seen the fastest and most widespread adoption of any
tools used in library and information-science research [28].

VOSviewer, developed by van Eck and Waltman [26], has many common bibliometric functions,
including bibliographic coupling, co-authorship, co-occurrence, and co-citation analysis. The software
has been widely used in scientometric analysis in many domains: Library and information science [29],
medicine [30,31], computer science [32], biology [33], and education [34]. CiteSpace, developed
by Chen [27], as a tool for producing knowledge maps, can identify and display new trends and
developments in a subject area through analysis of the literature, and can detect the research progress,
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current research frontiers, and knowledge bases of such an area. Researchers can “capture” a field
at different moments in time, then connect the captured images in order to understand the essential
characteristics of the research frontiers and their evolution, define the research field, and identify new
research trends.

3. Results

3.1. Yearly Quantitative Distribution of Literature

In Figure 1, the historical development of smart-city research can be seen to have three stages:
Exploration, initial development, and rapid development.

• Exploratory stage (1999–2009): Only five publications were found at this stage. The earliest
one was published in City with the title: “Smart Cities—The Singapore Case” [35]. This paper
describes the measures taken by the government of Singapore to adapt to the inevitable movement
from an industrial to an information economy. In the late 1990s, the term of the “smart city” was
proposed as a way of coping with urban population growth and solving problems of economic and
social development, construction of urban infrastructure, quality of life, and environmental ecology
in the process of urbanization [36]. Singapore’s “Smart Island” project was a typical example
of smart-city construction during this period, emphasizing the integration and management of
important pieces of urban infrastructure, urban public-resource optimization, security monitoring,
and risk management by way of modern information technology [35].

• Initial development stage (2010–2013): 94 publications were found for this stage, with average
annual growth of 15. Since 2010, the European Smart City Organization, IBM Corporation,
the Natural Resources Protection Committee, and other research institutions have gradually
deepened their understanding of the significance of the process of exploring the nature of smart
cities, and gradually an internationally recognized definition has taken shape: That a smart city
involves the use of computer technology to enable the deep integration of IT, social, and commercial
infrastructures [1]. It has been pointed out that information and communication technologies
(ICTs) are the driving force of the smart-city development [37]. The combination of consciousness
fusion and smart technology is the key to supporting the construction of smart urban [3]. During
this stage, the study of smart cities from the perspective of information technology attracted the
attention of academic communities. Based on ICTs, scholars studied the technical support level of
smart cities, focusing on how to use cloud computing, social networking and business intelligence,
fourth-generation mobile-communications technology (4G), and other technological innovations
to support urban construction and management.

• Rapid development stage (2014–2018): In this stage, the results of research have been rapidly
emerging, and more than 100 papers are being published every year. The average annual growth is
175. Especially since 2016, the number of documents has risen sharply. With advances in computer
technology, research on smart cities based on computer science continues to receive attention.
Simultaneously, in terms of management, urban planning [13], the environment, and other aspects,
research into the smart cities has continued to emerge, gradually forming a fusion across disciplines
and industries to establish a smart-city research network [38]. The focus of this research has begun
to shift from network-technology innovations and applications [4] to the economies, societies,
cultures, ecological environments, and use of energy resources in smart cities [13]—that is, from
a focus on hardware that values urban infrastructure to one on software that focuses on human
and social capital [39]. In this way, the studies of smart cities have continued to evolve.
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Figure 1. Annual distribution of publications of smart-city research. (Note: As the data in 2019 is still
updating, it is not included in this figure.)

3.2. Main Source Journals and Discipline Distribution

Academic journals are important carriers of the achievements in a given academic discipline.
Through analysis of source journals, the distribution of core journals in a field can be found. According
to the search results, there are 558 journals in categories covering “Engineering, Electrical & Electronic”,
“Telecommunications”, and “Computer Science, Information Systems”. Top 10 journals with numerous
papers about smart cities are listed in Table 1. The top three journals in terms of the number of
publications in this field are, IEEE Access, Sensors, and Sustainability, with documents numbering 219,
219, and 110, respectively. A TC/TP (citations per publication) of 9.63 and impact factor of 3.557 put
IEEE Access at the top of the three. Analysis of the top 10 journals showed that the TC/TP value
was one of the factors affecting impact factor. In general, the higher the number of average citations
of publications by a journal is, the higher its impact factor is. Among the JCR categories, the main
research areas are “Computer Science, Information Systems”, “Engineering, Electrical & Electronic”,
and “Sustainability” among the top 10 journals for smart-city papers.

Figure 2 shows the distribution of disciplines in this field over the last 10 years; the hotter the
color is, moving from left to right, the more documents related to smart cities appeared in a certain
subject area in a certain year. The most relevant categories of documents related to smart cities are
“Engineering Electrical & Electronic”, “Telecommunications”, and “Computer Science, Information
Systems”. The numbers of documents for these were 696,693 and 647, respectively, and they have
increased rapidly since 2014. From this we can see that the discipline distribution inclines toward
“technical engineering” when it comes to smart-city research. This is because the process of actually
building a smart city needs to be supported by lots of technologies that help realize the interconnection
of fields; strengthening the technical research into smart cities is particularly important.
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Table 1. Top 10 source journals in smart-city research.

Rank Journal TP TC TC/TP h-Index IF JCR Category

1 IEEE Access 219 2108 9.63 25 3.557

• Computer Science,
Information Systems

• Engineering, Electrical & Electronic
• Telecommunications

2 Sensors 219 1561 7.13 19 2.475

• Chemistry, Analytical
• Electrochemistry
• Instruments & Instrumentation

3 Sustainability 110 522 4.75 12 2.075

• Environmental Sciences
• Environmental Studies
• Green& Sustainable

Science & Technology

4 Future Generation Computer Systems 84 1660 19.75 19 4.639
• Computer Science,

Theory & Methods

5 Sustainable Cities and Society 76 672 8.84 13 3.073

• Construction &
Building Technology

• Energy & Fuels
• Green& Sustainable Science

& Technology

6 IEEE Communications Magazine 72 2514 34.92 27 9.27
• Engineering, Electrical & Electronic
• Telecommunications

7 IEEE Internet of Things Journal 70 2803 40.04 19 5.874

• Computer Science,
Information Systems

• Engineering, Electrical & Electronic
• Telecommunications

8 Cities 57 1616 28.35 18 2.704 • Urban Studies

9 Technological Forecasting and Social Change 48 636 13.25 9 1.787
• Business
• Panning Development

10 Journal of Urban Technology 40 1713 42.83 14 3.213 • Urban Studies

Note: TP = Total Publications; TC = Total Citations; TC/TP = Citations per Publication; IF = 2017 Impact Factor;
Data Sources: WoS.
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3.3. Main Countries (or Territories) and Their Cooperation

The retrieved publications were from 93 countries, with the top 4 being China (608), the USA
(506), Spain (388), and Italy (351), with proportions of 20.82%, 17.32%, 13.28%, and 12.02% respectively.
As shown in Table 2, among the top five countries, although China ranks first in number of publications,
its TC/TP value is low, at 9.04. This shows that although China has produced a large variety of
publications in the field, their overall quality needs to improve. From its h-index (h papers have each
been cited at least h times) of 35, it ranks second, meaning that of the 608 papers published by authors
from China, 35 have been cited at least 35 times. In Table 2 we can also see that Italy’s TC/TP value and
TC (total citations) value rank first, indicating that the quality of the Italian literature is generally high
in this field.

Table 2. 10 most productive countries (or territories) in smart city research.

Rank Country Region TP TC TC/TP h-Index

1 China East Asia 608 5498 9.04 35
2 USA North America 506 6805 13.45 41
3 Spain Southwestern Europe 388 4091 10.54 29
4 Italy Southern Europe 351 8467 24.12 33
5 England Northwestern Europe 290 5003 17.25 34
6 Australia Australia 169 2191 12.96 23
7 Republic of Korea East Asia 164 1878 11.45 22
8 Canada North America 155 2863 18.47 26
9 India South Asia 154 951 6.18 17

10 France Western Europe 105 1023 9.74 17

Note: Abbreviations are available in Table 1.

Here we will introduce the smart-city development in the four countries. In China, at the national
level, in the period of the “13th Five-Year Plan”, China’s smart-city policies were published intensively,
and include “Guidance on Promoting the Healthy Development of Smart Cities” [40] and “Notice on
Organizing New Smart-city Evaluation to Promote Healthy and Rapid Development” [5]; these have
mainly promoted e-government, smart transportation, big data, and the Internet of Things, as well as
improvements in the smart-city evaluation-index system. Since 2012, China has established smart-city
pilot projects in many cities. As of May 2019, 100% of sub-provincial and higher cities, including
more than 76% of prefecture-level cities and 32% of county-level cities, or a total of about 500 cities,
have proposed building new smart cities [41]. Since 2013, China’s smart-city construction has entered
a peak period, with the pace constantly accelerating, and making a great contribution to its social
and economic development. At the regional and enterprise level, the launch of 5G networks and
the support of the three major operators (Telecom, Mobile Unicom) of wireless communications and
broadband equipment will greatly accelerate the smart-city development.

In the U.S., the Federal Cloud Computing Strategy [6] was released in 2018, and gives priority to
using cloud computing to solve problems with e-government efficiency and big-data strategic planning,
and to support the country’s big-data applications and development in relation to national strategies.
The city of Dubuque, with a population of roughly 60,000 in 2009, established the first smart city in the
U.S., using Internet of Things technology to connect various urban public resources and put in place
real-time monitoring, analysis, and dynamic response [42]. From a regional and corporate perspective,
New York City is the leader in the smart-city development in the U.S. The city has developed a digital
strategic plan based on urban resources and needs, and has developed a city-data road map on the basis
of research into the interests of urban residents [9]. In addition, New York has promoted the Hudson
Yards Project, and installed a large number of electronic detectors in the commercial and residential
areas of western Manhattan, using digital technology to produce traffic, energy, and air-quality data in
real time [43].
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In Spain, from 19–21 November 2019, the 9th Smart City Expo World Congress (SCEWC) was
held in Barcelona, Spain (www.smartcityexpo.com) to focus on technological innovations, as well as
solutions in the fields of new energy sources, the Internet of Things, sustainable development, smart
power, mobile transportation, and so on. Additionally, SmartSantander (www.smartsantander.eu)
has made a commitment to creating an unparalleled European experimental test facility for research
into architectures, enabling technologies, services, and applications of the IoT. Infrastructure for this
project will be mainly deployed by Santander in the north of Spain [44]. The program is funded by the
European Union (EU) and has attracted the attention of leading companies from Europe and across the
world [45].

To create a basis for building smart cities, Italy, since 2002, has focused on the use of information
technology in relation to broadband, digital signatures, distance education, e-libraries, telemedicine,
and so on. The establishment of a “public-centered government” is its basic goal, with the government
establishing “remote classrooms” for hospitalized children and installing smart meters throughout the
country to build intelligent power-information systems [46]. Milan is the leader in this area, emphasizing
energy conservation, and the protection of cultural heritage and the environment, in the process of
building smart cities [47]. In terms of transportation, Milan’s green transportation construction has
paid special attention to public transport and bicycle sharing, along with Wi-Fi, information centers,
and other services.

In VOSviewer, co-authorship analysis within countries was used to gain an overview of the areas
of concentration and cooperation within these countries in relation to smart-city research. Figure 3
gives such an overview of the main countries. In it, the more papers have been published in a given
country, the larger its node is. China, the USA, Spain, and Italy are at the center, radiating toward
their surroundings. The connections among nodes represent the closeness of connection between two
countries: The thicker the line, the closer the relationship. In Figure 3, the centers are closely connected
while their surroundings are scattered; the lines connecting the USA and China are the thickest, and the
colors of their nodes are similar, indicating that the two countries are closely connected, followed
by Spain and Italy. The countries with closer links rank higher, which shows that the progress and
development of the new field requires exchanges among different countries or territories, and that the
experiences of these places promote the development of other places.

3.4. Main Organizations and Their Cooperation

The search results show that there are 2408 organizations related to smart-city research, the top ten
of which are shown in Table 3. In this table, there is not a large range in the total number of publications
pertaining to each organization, with the first having 46, and the bottom 22. The 10 organizations
are universities at which a total of 290 papers have been produced, accounting for 9.66% of the total.
Among the 2408 organizations, 2319, or 96.3% of all organizations, have produced fewer than 10 papers.
This indicates that the production of papers is concentrated in a few organizations. It also shows that
the distribution of organizations is wide and scattered in the field of smart-city research. Half the
organizations in the top 10 in Table 3 are Chinese universities, indicating that Chinese scholars are
particularly interested in the smart-city development. The high quality (TC/TP) of the documents
from Italy is also notable; in Table 3, the three organizations from Italy, namely, the University of
Bologna (UNIBO), the Polytechnic University of Milan (PolyMi), and the Polytechnic University of
Turin (PolyTu), have high TC values of 896, 831, and 919, respectively. It can be seen from the TC/TP
value that the top three are PolyTu, PolyMi, and the UNIBO, with values of 41.77, 33.24, and 27.15,
respectively. The remaining seven organizations have TC/TP values below 20.

www.smartcityexpo.com
www.smartsantander.eu
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Table 3. Top 10 productive organizations in smart-city research.

Rank Organization Country TP Percentage TC TC/TP h-Index

1 Chinese Academy of Science China 46 1.635% 430 10.24 11
2 Univ. of Bologna Italy 36 1.285 % 896 27.15 11
3 King Saud Univ. Saudi Arabia 31 1.129 % 377 13 11
4 Wuhan Univ. China 28 1.012 % 132 5.08 6
5 Shanghai Jiao Tong Univ. China 27 1.012 % 102 3.92 5
6 Dalian Univ. of Technology China 27 0.973 % 429 17.16 12
7 Polytechnic Univ. of Milan Italy 27 0.973% 831 33.24 10
8 Delft Univ. of Technology Netherlands 23 0.895 % 322 14 8
9 Huazhong Univ. of Science & Technology China 23 0.895 % 333 14.84 9

10 Polytechnic Univ. of Turin Italy 22 0.865 % 919 41.77 8

Note: Abbreviations are available in Table 1.

In VOSviewer, the strength of cooperation among organizations can be analyzed through their
co-authorship. In Figure 4, each node represents an organization, and its size represents the number of
documents it has produced related to smart cities. The color of the node represents the group to which
the organization belongs based on the default clustering method. The connections in the network
map represent the cooperation among organizations; the wider the line, the stronger the cooperation.
In Figure 4, there are 196 nodes, 15 clusters, and 578 links. It can be seen that the organizations on
the left are close together, indicating strong connections, while those on the right are farther apart,
and need to strengthen their cooperation.
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3.5. Main Contributors and Their Cooperation

Smart-cities is a field of research that encompasses multiple disciplines, and includes researchers
from fields such as mathematics, computer science, political science, economics, and environmental
science. In VOSviewer, we can identify author collaboration on the topic of smart cities, as shown in
Figure 5. Analysis of such collaboration allows us to assess its levels and visualize the current status of
research. Communication among experts from different fields promoted the development of this field.

Since volume of publications is also an important indicator, Table 4 offers rankings on this basis,
and co-citations will be researched in the following sections. In Figure 5, each node represents an author,
the size of the node represents the number of his or her documents, and the color of the node represents
the group to which the contributor belongs based on the default clustering method. The lines in the
network represent contributor partnerships. The wider a line, the stronger the cooperation. There are
99 nodes, 38 clusters in Figure 5. Table 4 and Figure 5 show that the top ten contributors are mainly
from the countries with the highest number of publications: China, the USA, Spain, and Italy. However,
only one contributor belongs to one of the top 10 organizations. Also, the top ten authors belong to
groups that are near each other and tightly connected, while the distribution of the other groups is
relatively loose. Based on the number of a contributor’s publications, group 1 (yellow) is represented by
Prof. Luis Muñoz, group 2 (red) by Assistant Prof. Houbing Song, and group 3 (cyan-blue) by Associate
Prof. Neeraj Kumar. In terms of contributor citations, group 4 (gray), represented by Assistant Prof.
Luca Foschini, who has the highest number at 339, followed by group 2 (red), still represented by
Assistant Prof. Houbing Song, and group 1 (yellow), still represented by Prof. Luis Muñoz. In general,
the more cooperation among contributors, the more they promote the development of the field. As can
be seen from Figure 5, contributor cooperation needs to be strengthened in this field, and contributors
are the main factors in its development. It is necessary to strengthen the communication among them
in order to promote the development of the field.
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Table 4. Top 10 productive contributors in smart-city research.

Rank Author Organization Country TP TC TC/TP h-Index

1 Luis Muñoz Univ. of Cantabria Spain 16 306 19.13 7
2 Houbing Song Embry–Riddle Aeronautical Univ. USA 15 344 22.93 9
3 Neeraj Kumar Thapar Institute of Engineering & Technology India 17 109 7.79 6
4 Kim-Kwang Raymond Choo Univ. of Texas at San Antonio USA 16 102 7.85 6
5 Anfeng Liu Central South Univ. China 12 167 13.92 8
6 Burak Kantarci Clarkson Univ. USA 14 155 14.09 7
7 Arun Kumar Sangaiah Vellore Institute of Technology India 10 42 4.2 4
8 Luis Sánchez Univ. of Cantabria Spain 10 279 27.7 6
9 Paolo Nesi Univ. of Florence Italy 10 68 6.8 5

10 Luca Foschini Univ. of Bologna Italy 9 339 37.67 6

Note: Abbreviations available in Table 1.

3.6. Document Co-citation Analysis

In 1973, American information scientist Henry Small published a paper titled “Co-Citation in
the Scientific Literature: A New Measure of the Relationship between Publications” [48]. He was the
first to propose the concept of co-citation analysis. Document co-citation occurs when two documents
appear together in the references of a third, and mining of the co-citation relationships of documents
through a spatial data set can be considered document co-citation analysis. This analysis efficiently
and conveniently locates the core literature (knowledge bases) in a research field from among the
mass of cited references, and can analyze and mine the correlations and development contexts of the
documents. The academic influence of the references can be quantified to some extent by the two
indices of co-citation frequency and intermediate centrality. As shown in Figure 6, through document
co-citation analysis, smart-city research can be divided into three main clusters; red, green, and blue.
There are 78 nodes, 2230 links, and 10,735 co-citations. The red cluster has the highest research nodes,
with 37, followed by the green cluster at 27, and the blue with 14. Table 5 shows the classic documents
with high numbers of co-citations in smart-city research.
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Table 5. Classic documents with high co-citations in smart-city research.

Cluster (Color) Title Author/s Published in Co-Citations

1 (red)

“Smart cities in Europe” Caragliu et al. [3] Journal of
Urban Technology 1049

“Current trends in smart city initiatives:
some stylised facts” Neirotti et al. [49] Cities 841

“Will the real smart city please stand up? Intelligent,
progressive or entrepreneurial?” Hollands [50] City 795

2 (green)

“Internet of things for smart cities” Zanella et al. [4] IEEE Internet of
Things Journal 438

“The internet of things: a survey” Atzori et al. [51] Computer Networks 405

“Internet of Things (IoT): a vision, architectural
elements, and future directions” Gubbi et al. [52] Future Generation

Computer Systems 306

3 (blue)

“The real-time city? Big data and smart urbanism” Kitchin [53] GeoJournal 638

“Smartmentality: the smart city as
disciplinary strategy” Vanolo [38] Urban Studies 607

“Critical interventions into the corporate smart city” Hollands [54] Journal of Regions,
Economy and Society 302

3.6.1. Cluster 1 (red): The Concepts and Elements of The Smart City

In this cluster, the researchers mainly devise and perfect the concepts and elements of smart
cities from different perspectives. For example, they start from different subjects (government,
enterprises, or individuals); some put a top-down emphasis on technology [4,55], some a bottom-up
emphasis on the needs of citizens [2,3,39,56–59], and some give dialectical explanations of smart-city
terminology [39,50,60].

The classical document with the greatest co-citations is called “Smart Cities in Europe”,
by Caragliu et al. [3], published in the Journal of Urban Technology. Its number of co-citations is
1,049. In this paper, Caragliu et al. [3] conducted a comprehensive study of the concept of smart
cities through a case study of European smart cities, and concluded that in their development, while
hard infrastructure is important, social (soft) infrastructure is equally so, and plays a decisive role
in urban competitiveness. This has made up for the limitations of previous research that focused
only on hard infrastructure (ICT). Based on this, Nam and Pardo [59] further analyzed the conditions
of a smart-city development considering technology, people, and institutions. Neirotti et al. [49]
explored the smart-city development in relation to economic, urban, demographic, and geographic
variables [13,61]; And Castelnovo et al. [62] stated that citizens should be the center of the process of
assessment; Boes et al. [63] think that cities will become “smarter” by increasing their investment in soft
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power and human capital in the process of building “smart” tourism; follow-up research has continued
to study the roles of human and social capital, ICTs, and participatory governance in improving quality
of life [2,39,56–58].

Published in Cities by Neirott et al. [49], a paper titled “Current Trends in Smart City Initiatives:
Some Stylised Facts” has 841 co-citations. The authors present an exhaustive comprehension of the
concept of the smart city through an elaboration of a taxonomy of the areas. Through examples,
they show that the evolution of smart cities depends on local context. For example, economic
development and structural urban variables may affect the digital development of smart cities;
geographic location will affect their strategies; and population density will affect their implementation.
Based on this, Yu et al. [64] analyzed the gigantic data in the building field by data mining to frame the
energy-effective communities. Many researchers have studied sustainable smart cities. For example,
Ahvenniemi et al. [65] distinguished “sustainable” and “smart” through urban-assessment frameworks,
and proposed a “smart sustainable city”; the researchers further studied its framework, trends,
and challenges [66,67]; and Bibri [68] advocated the Internet of Things for promoting sustainable
urban development.

A document entitled “Will the Real Smart City Please Stand Up? Intelligent, Progressive or
Entrepreneurial?” by Hollands [50], published in City. It has had 795 co-citations. Its main innovation
is to think critically about smart cities, such as considering the polarization of society. Hollands analyzed
the five main characteristics of smart cities through examples of a large number of cities, as well as
problems related to the uncoordinated development of these five characteristics in smart cities. These
include the slivering impacts of the informational cities, the limitations of urban entrepreneurialism,
the issues that innovative classes cause in local communities, urban inequality, and the contradiction
between environmental sustainability and economic growth. Hollands stated that, in order to
truly develop a smart city, one must accept great technical risk, develop power, address inequality,
and redefine the meaning of “smart” itself. Based on this, Caragliu et al. [3] conducted the relationships
among the five characteristics of smart cities. Chourabi et al. [60] laid out smart-city initiatives,
including micro and macro levels. Nam and Pardo [59] asserted that the key to urban success is human
interaction, and that IT alone cannot promote urban development. Like any other form of urban
development, smart cities will face integration and restructuring problems [38], and at the global level,
urban development has both positive and negative effects [69].

3.6.2. Cluster 2 (green): The Smart City and The Internet of Things

In this cluster, research is mainly focused on the technology of smart-cities, including IoT, cloud
computing, fog computing, edge computing, and other cutting-edge areas.

The paper, “Internet of Things for Smart Cities” [4] was published in the IEEE Internet of Things
Journal, and had 438 co-citations. The authors specifically looked at the “Urban Internet of Things”,
considering this as a sort of smart-city vision making use of the most advanced communication
technologies to support the management services of cities and citizens. This research also looked
in-depth at supporting technologies, protocols, and frameworks of the Urban IoT. Following up on
this research, Schaffers et al. [44] looked at the use of IoT monitoring in smart cities for addressing
transportation issues, and air quality assessments for improving citizens’ lives. Roman et al. [70]
proposed a centralized and distributed IoT architecture model to address the unique security challenges
facing IoT. Whitmore et al. [71] focused on the impact of IoT on infrastructure and found that integrating
these technologies can improve the flexibility, reliability, and efficiency of infrastructure operations to
reduce manpower and costs. Additionally, Sethi and Sarangi [72] conducted a study on the impact
of the IoT on people’s lifestyles (especially for the elderly) and proposed a new taxonomy of IoT
technology. Finally, Qiu et al. [73] examined the application of a heterogeneous IoT in modern life and
the complex challenges that must be addressed [74].

Published in the Journal of Computer Networks [51], “The Internet of Things: A Survey” had
405 co-citations. The authors studied sensing and communication technologies, middleware
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and service management in the IoT, and identified key areas for further research including
standardization activity, network issues, and security and privacy. Subsequent research has increased
understanding of the hard domain of smart-cities in terms of environment, logistics, and healthcare [49].
In terms of the soft domain, research has focused on social security and welfare [49], education
and culture, and emerging communications technology: IoT [75–77], cloud computing [78–80],
and second-generation RFID technology [81]. Additionally, Gubbi et al. [52] proposed a cloud-centric
vision for worldwide implementation of the IoT through the convergence of wireless-sensor networks
(WSNs), the internet, and distributed computing directed at the technological-research community.
Furthermore, Al-Fuqaha et al. [82] explored the relationship between IoT and emerging technologies
including data analysis, cloud computing, and fog computing, as well as horizontal integration between
IoT services. Finally, Giang et al. [83] proposed a distributed data-stream (DDF) programming model
based on fog computing.

Another important piece of research is “Internet of Things (IoT): A Vision, Architectural Elements,
and Future Directions” [52], published in Future Generation Computer Systems, with 306 co-citations.
In this paper, the authors looked at technologies, applications, cloud platforms, architecture, energy
consumption [84], security issues, service quality, and IoT data mining. They developed a user-centric,
cloud-based model taking into account the individual needs of different users and proposed
a scalable “cloud” framework to effectively separate various IoT elements. Building on this research,
Mijumbi et al. [85] studied the complementary relationship between network function virtualization
(NFV), software-defined networking (SDN), and cloud computing, arguing that NFV may reduce
operational and capital expenditures. As for further research, Botta et al. [86] integrated the IoT and
the “cloud” to develop the concept of CloudIoT, elaborating on complementary factors that drive
integration and offering predictions for their future direction. Additionally, Shi et al. [87] proposed
the use of edge computing for IoT and cloud computing. The authors highlighted the technology’s
potential to address response time requirements, battery life constraints, bandwidth costs, data security,
and privacy. Finally, Walravens [88] provided practical suggestions for improving application economy
and mobile services in the Brussels region using IoT technology.

3.6.3. Cluster 3 (blue): The Smart City of The Future

In this cluster, researchers have mainly focused on the pros and cons of different aspects of
smart-city development. For example, Kitchin [53] examined the advantages and disadvantages of big
data approaches for the smart-city development; Vanolo [38] observed a tendency in the high-tech
sector to over-celebrate social and environmental opportunities, while relegating social importance
to the invisible periphery; and Shelton et al. [89] advocated better knowing the risks and long-term
consequences of smart-city models, rather than using ideal scenarios to sway enterprises, policymakers,
and the public.

The study that has had the largest co-citations which is 638 thus far has been “The Real-time City?
Big Data and Smart Urbanism” [53], published in GeoJournal. The author paid close attention to the
impact of big data on smart-cities, highlighting ways that big data can provide real-time analysis for
life, new governance models and raw materials (including data) for creating more efficient, sustainable,
open, and transparent cities. Nevertheless, Kitchin also found that big data has potential negative
consequences for the smart-city development. For example, the rapid rate of urbanization comes
with serious concerns about maintaining stability, and privacy issues related to high transparency
of information. Based on this, follow-up research has looked more closely at the application of big
data. Kitchin [90] additionally explored the ways that big data analysis has attracted the attention and
imagination of a growing range of practitioners and scholars, no longer confined to Information System.
Big data phenomena have been characterized as “great floods”, which may have long-term effects on
practice and academia [91]. In recent years, increasingly sophisticated big data analysis capabilities
have been widely used to enhance business performance, though only a handful of companies have
displayed true positive effectiveness [92]. Big data also holds the potential to do things like alleviate
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traffic congestion and address urban inequality related to rapid population growth [93]. Worth noting,
Sheng et al. [94] developed a comprehensive framework using data-driven approaches to link multiple
research processes in organization, operations, marketing, information management, and other key
areas. Nevertheless, smart cities still have a series of shortcomings in terms of their development [95].
When applying ICT models, it is essential to make adjustments for different regional and environmental
contexts [96].

Published in the journal Urban Studies, another paper worthy of discussion is “Smartmentality:
The Smart City as Disciplinary Strategy” [38], with 607 co-citations. The research mainly analyzed critical
political issues associated with smart cities, shifting the focus from technology to people and discussing
how smart cities can become a powerful disciplinary tool for cultivating intelligent citizens with technical
knowledge [56,97]. Vanolo asserted that three things were of special importance for the development
of smart cities: (1) Simplifying smart city development problems through the use of multiple statistical
indicators. (2) Promoting new public-private partnerships. (3) Empowering local communities and
citizens. Based on this, follow-up research has continued to examine technical and citizenship dialectical
relations. Notably, Buhalis and Amaranggana [98] found that public–private partnerships are essential
for the development of Smart Tourism Destinations programs. It has additionally been seen that
the smart-city development was made possible through a combination of enterprise vision, urban
governance of entrepreneurs and a more-educated citizenry [54]. Still, the development of smart-cities
must take into better account the relationship between social development and economic growth, with
all aspects integrated systematically through strategy, rather than focusing on one aspect [99,100].
Finally, researchers expressed a need to reduce the utopianism that emerged through reducing the
technicalism and introducing the new moral requirements in urban management [56].

Published in the Journal of Regions, Economy and Society, “Critical Interventions into the Corporate
Smart City” [54] had 302 co-citations. The author examined the ways that the building of a smart-city
is rooted in the beginnings of city construction and its attendant social problems, with technology
used to realize progressive ideas, rather than being seen as progressive in and of itself [101]. The
paper also argued that urban issues were not technical issues, but rather social issues, and that
smart cities had not placed adequate emphasis on issues of equality and civil rights. Because the
concept and driving force for smart cities have lacked detailed pedigrees [53], their development
has run the risk of being divorced from reality, which some researchers have been examining in
greater detail. Kummitha and Crutzen [102] proposed a 3RC (Restrictive, Reflective, Rationalistic,
and Critical schools) framework critical analysis to examine problems at various stages in the smart-city
development. Additionally, Anthopoulos [103] highlighted the differences separating utopia from
reality in smart-cities by analyzing 10 representative urban cases. Finally, researchers have found that
attention must be paid to reflect the interests of citizens and avoid an over-emphasis on technology
resulting in urban policies focused on technology and causing urban development to deviate from
reality [104,105].

3.7. Reference Burst-detection Analysis

Kleinberg [106] first proposed a burst-detection algorithm (BDA); which looks at the density of
citation-frequency changes within a domain to identify citations with high concentration and large
density characteristics. BDA often used to discover sudden increases in the rate of recurrence of usage
of subject terminology in a research area. When burst detection is performed on a body of literature,
the burst strength of that body, and the start and end years of the bursts, can be obtained as a basis for
analyzing the research trends in a given field. Figure 7 and Table 6 show the top 10 literature in the
field of smart cities as detected in this manner.
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2 
Smart cities: ranking of European 
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3 
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Shapiro [107] 
Review of Economics and 
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8.7132 2011–2014 

4 
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Naphade et al. 

[108] 
Computer 7.924 2014–2017 

5 
Intelligent cities and globalisation of 
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Komninos [109] Regions and Cities 6.6486 2011–2016 

6 
Helping CIOs understand "smart city" 
Initiatives: defining the smart city, its 

drivers, and the role of the CIO. 

Washburn et al. 
[1] 

(Report) 5.0091 2014–2017 

7 
Fostering participaction in smart cities: a 

geo-social crowdsensing platform 
Cardone et al. 

[110] 
IEEE Communications 4.725 2014–2016 

8 Smart networked cities? 
Tranos and 

Gertner [111] 

Innovation: The European 
Journal of Social Science 

Research 
4.3303 2014–2016 

9 
Combining cloud and sensors in a smart 

city environment 
Mitton et al. [112] 

Journal on Wireless 
Communications and 

Networking 
4.3303 2014–2016 

10 
Understanding individual human 

mobility patterns 
Gonzalez et al. 

[113] 
Nature 4.0985 2013–2015 

The largest such paper is that of Hollands [50], which was widely cited in 2014–2016, with a 
burst strength of 24.6934. Citations research shows that numerous scholars have researched the 
concept of the smart-city [3,8,9,49,58,59,114,115], ICT and human-capital complementarity 
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Table 6. Top 10 references with the strongest citation bursts.

No Title Author/s (Year) Published in Strength Burst Period

1 Will the real smart city please stand up?
Intelligent, progressive or entrepreneurial? Hollands [50] City 24.6934 2014–2016

2 Smart cities: ranking of European
medium-sized cities Giffinger et al. [8] (Report) 14.8587 2012–2015

3 Smart cities: quality of life, productivity,
and the growth effects of human capital Shapiro [107] Review of Economics and Statistics 8.7132 2011–2014

4 Smarter cities and their
innovation challenges Naphade et al. [108] Computer 7.924 2014–2017

5 Intelligent cities and globalisation of
innovation networks Komninos [109] Regions and Cities 6.6486 2011–2016

6
Helping CIOs understand “smart city”
Initiatives: defining the smart city, its

drivers, and the role of the CIO.
Washburn et al. [1] (Report) 5.0091 2014–2017

7 Fostering participaction in smart cities:
a geo-social crowdsensing platform Cardone et al. [110] IEEE Communications 4.725 2014–2016

8 Smart networked cities? Tranos and Gertner [111] Innovation: The European Journal of
Social Science Research 4.3303 2014–2016

9 Combining cloud and sensors in a smart
city environment Mitton et al. [112] Journal on Wireless

Communications and Networking 4.3303 2014–2016

10 Understanding individual human
mobility patterns Gonzalez et al. [113] Nature 4.0985 2013–2015

The largest such paper is that of Hollands [50], which was widely cited in 2014–2016, with a burst
strength of 24.6934. Citations research shows that numerous scholars have researched the concept
of the smart-city [3,8,9,49,58,59,114,115], ICT and human-capital complementarity [9,49,53,114,116],
and the pros and cons of smart cities [3,9,38,54,89,115]. The concept of the smart city has been around
for beyond 20 years, but the smart city does not yet have unified standards, and is therefore attracting
more and more scholars to study it. A city ultimately exists to serve its residents, and therefore
research into the smart city has gradually turned more and more toward humans and society, focusing
less on technology. Everything has two sides, and the smart city is no exception. Obviously, a clear
understanding of its advantages and disadvantages, and not blind development, will lead to the
development of such cities.

The paper by Giffinger et al. [8] reports a burst strength of 14.9581, and was heavily quoted
between 2012 and 2015. Their report distinguishes among six concepts (people, governance, economy,
mobility, environment, and living) to define smart cities, and gives benchmarking indicators for 70 cities
in Europe, providing a reference for many researchers. Similarly, the eighth paper by Tranos and
Gertner [111] also studies the concept of a smart city, and mainly from a global inter-city perspective in
Table 6. Study of their citations indicates that economics, people, governance, mobility, environment,
and life [2,49,60,114,115,117–119], as well as the quantitative criteria that define smart cities [38,116,120],
were the hot research directions. Demands for quality of life is constantly growing, and therefore
people and the environment are increasingly indispensable parts in the smart-city development.
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The paper by Shapiro [107] has a literature burst strength of 8.7132, and was heavily quoted from
2011 to 2014. Shapiro uses econometric methods to demonstrate the role of human capital in promoting
urban development, with its direct effect being to increase urban productivity, and its indirect effect
being to increase urban amenities. Gonzalez et al. [113] also started from studying the basic laws
of human motion and trajectories to found the effects of this kind of movement of the human body
on modeling such as urban planning. Study of their citations in the literature shows that a large
number of researchers have used his conclusions to show the importance of human capital to urban
development [2,3,13,116,121].

The paper by Naphade et al. [108] has a burst strength of 7.924, and was heavily quoted between
2014 and 2017. The authors highlight how cities will collect data from a large range of urban sensors in
the future, and follow-up researchers have further studied the technological advances involved in,
and challenges brought about by, the combination of CoT and sensors [79,80,112,122–125].

The book by Komninos [109] has a burst strength of 6.6486, and was heavily quoted from 2011
to 2016. In it, the author explores what an intelligent city is, that is, how we should define it. What
makes some cities and regions more effective in developing knowledge, technology, and innovation?
How important is the external urban environment to the performance of an organization? How does
innovation change with digitization and globalization? Follow-up researchers have studied related
concepts such as intelligent, digital, and creative cities [69,99,126,127].

The paper by Washburn et al. [1] reported a burst strength of 5.091, and was heavily quoted from
2014 to 2017. These authors believe that intelligent computing will enable the various elements of
a city to operate efficiently and intelligently. The literature citing this paper found that its followers
understand the driving forces of smart cities [99,114,128], the opportunities and challenges surrounding
smart mobile devices [76,129], and the uses and development of smart water networks [130,131]. The
burst strength of the paper by Cardone et al. [110] is 4.752, and this research was widely quoted from 2014
to 2016. The authors investigated how and to what extent the power of collective intelligence, however
imprecise, can be used in smart cities, proposing a crowd sensing platform featuring an innovative
Android-based geo-social model and matching algorithm. Research on the literature in which it was
cited found that follow-up researchers conducted further research on mobile crowd sensing [132–136];
and information-centric platforms [137,138]

3.8. Keywords Co-occurrence Analysis

Keyword co-occurrence analysis is universal in scientometric analysis. It mainly studies the link
strengths among co-occurrence keywords in a large variety of literature. Its function is to analyze the
internal relationship of an academic field and reveal the frontiers of research within it. These frontiers
are the conceptual combinations of temporary research topics and basic research questions, as well as
theoretical trends and new topics that are becoming more significant or are unexpected. In Figure 8,
we can see that through keyword co-occurrence analysis, the main research directions can be divided
into four clusters, with the keywords within clusters of the same color having great similarities.

3.8.1. Cluster 1 (red): Research Objectives and Development-Strategy Research Direction

(The co-occurrence keywords include city, model, sustainability, information, innovation,
governance, politics, technology)

Internationally, many scholars have studied the goals of smart-city construction, emphasizing
that it should be green and people-oriented, realizing a vision of sustainable urban economic, social,
and environmental development [58]. The construction goals can be categorized as urban industrial
development, urban operational efficiency, urban technological innovation, and urban life and leisure.
Based on these goals, the current development-strategy research focuses mainly on: (1) Tapping
the driving forces of smart-city development and innovation, deepening the integration of digital
technologies, and researching new ideas and models [55,72,83,139]; (2) developing top-level smart-city
design and phased action plans to improve smart-city evaluation standards and norms [13,59–61];
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(3) exploring the transformation of government functions and models of social management, focusing
on e-democracy and multi-sectoral communications within policy formulation and urban governance,
considering the relationships among governments, businesses, academia, and communities in relation
to “intelligent vision”, and building a government-led, multi-participate, and multidisciplinary
collaborative mechanism for constructing smart cities [3,50,51].Sustainability 2019, 11, x FOR PEER REVIEW 18 of 29 
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3.8.2. Cluster 2 (green): Technical-support Research Direction

(The co-occurrence keywords include network, internet, Internet of things, system, wireless sensor
network, security, privacy, cloud computing, architecture)

In the process of intelligent development and the automation of cities, advanced information
systems play a leading role. Achieving comprehensive integration and perception of smart city
management information will require extensive interconnection, efficient analysis, and intelligent
processing powered by ICT, Internet applications, and mobile communications. The current focus of
smart city research is in areas including IoT, sensor networks, and cloud computing. Through technology
integration, a four-level network—consisting of perception, network support structure, data integration
and analysis, and management and application layers—can serve as the framework for realizing urban
“human-social-natural” integration and making urban services (e.g., smart parking, maintenance) and
monitoring (e.g., transportation networks, tourist attractions, environmental pollution, and weather
conditions) more comprehensive, efficient, and interactive.

3.8.3. Cluster 3(blue): Data-processing and Applied Research Direction

(The co-occurrence keywords include big data, pattern, prediction, information, data
analytics, classification)

So far in the 21st century, the development of ICT and digital economies has made “big data” a focus
for developing capabilities in analyzing dynamic changes, strategic decision-making, and forecasting
in urban management [140]. Its main benefit is its applicability to massive, high-growth and diversified
modern urban information development needs over previous information processing and analysis
models. Currently, research on smart cities is mainly focused on social network data [53], specifically
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data mining storage [141], data classification analysis [75], and data security privacy [93]. Applications
for more intelligent applications in areas including the energy environment [142,143], logistics and
transportation [144–146], and medical education to better meet individual needs are also examined.

3.8.4. Cluster 4 (yellow): Management and Applied Research Direction

(The co-occurrence keywords include management, system, performance, design, optimization,
smart grid, energy)

At present, significant global research has been conducted looking at the intelligent development of
transportation, medical care [147], environment, education, life, public safety, and public management.
While Gouveia and Fonseca [148] explored environmental monitoring using a smart city ICT approach,
Jin et al. [149] looked at the use of smart city IoT platforms for monitoring urban information and
communications. Additionally, Toppeta [150] examined the infrastructure of smart cities, focusing on
aspects related to physics, information technology, society, and business. Eremia et al. [151] studied
the connection between smart-city and smart-grid [152]. Future smart-city management is still rooted
in big data approaches, with sensor network technology as the core. The focus is on developing
data infrastructure, urban environment, urban public safety, construction, and other fields of data
perception, monitoring, and sharing platforms, while also promoting development and improvement
of smart services in various industries.

3.8.5. Frontier Analysis of Keywords Co-occurrence

Figure 9 shows trends in the co-occurrence of keywords in smart cities in recent years. For exploring
research on the cutting edge, examining these trends holds great promise. The color gradient (blue to
yellow) in Figure 9 represents trends in keyword co-occurrence from 2016 to 2018, which include,
“fog computing, efficient, blockchain [153], supply chain, artificial intelligence, edge computing, deep
learning, operation, electric vehicle, 5G, urban-development, sustainable city, mutual authentication and
integration”. As for the keywords related to the topic of “research objectives and development-strategy
research direction”, they include, “urban-development, lessons, sustainable city and supply chain”.
This illustrates the ways that current and future smart-city construction goals and development
strategies are continuing to promote sustainable development based on lessons learned from
previous urban development. Related to “technical-support research direction”, keywords were
“5G, fog computing, edge computing and efficient”. “Technical support” refers to the development
of fog computing and edge computing based on the IoT and cloud computing in combination
with 5G technology to provide efficient technical support for the smart-city development. Related
to “data-processing and applied research direction”, keywords were “deep learning and artificial
intelligent”. At present, machine learning in a big data environment has become a topic of common
focus among academia and industry, and for the related topic of “management and applied research
direction”, keywords were “integration, operation and electric vehicle”. Multidisciplinary research that
integrates all aspects of smart-cities is critical. Additionally, for the special function in the construction
of green cities, electric vehicles have also attracted extensive attention from the academic community.
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4. Conclusions

In order to better understand the development, knowledge bases, and contexts of smart cities,
as well as the topic distribution in the field, based on scientometric software including VOSviewer
and CiteSpace, this paper systematically sorts the relevant international research results, producing
a visual analysis of 2920 articles in SSCI and SCIE of the WoS core collection database. The main
conclusions are:

• The evolution of smart city research can be divided into three stages: exploration (1999–2009),
initial development (2010–2013), and rapid development (2014–2018). As for source journals and
discipline distribution in this filed, IEEE Access, Sensors, and Sustainability have been the top three
journals in terms of number of publications, with discipline distribution leaning toward “technical
engineering”. This includes “Engineering Electrical & Electronic”, “Telecommunications”,
and “Computer Science, Information Systems”. In terms of article distribution, the top four
countries were China, the USA, Spain, and Italy, with their combined research providing abundant
insights into the smart-city development. Although Italy ranks fourth in terms of distribution,
the quality of the research has been very high. As the global body is still very scattered in nature,
it is critical that cooperation among countries is strengthened. The largest number of documents
was attributed to the Chinese Academy of Sciences, while the most-cited work came from Italy’s
PolyTu. There are huge potential future research possibilities given better cooperation among
these key research organizations. As for co-authorship, individual researchers with the most
published documents were Prof. Luis Muñoz (University of Cantabria) for Spain, Assistant Prof.
Houbing Song (Embry–Riddle Aeronautical University) for the U.S., and Assistant Prof. Neeraj
Kuma (Thapar Institute of Engineering & Technology) for India. While regional cooperation is
relatively strong, there is a need to strengthen international cooperation efforts.

• Through document co-citation analysis, the main research topics of smart-city research have
been identified and divided into the categories of “the concepts and elements of the smart
city”, “the smart city and the Internet of Things”, and “the smart city of the future”. This paper
analyzes the most widely cited classical literature in three areas: “the concepts and elements of
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the smart city” [3,49,50]; “the smart city and the Internet of Things” [4,51,52]; “the smart city of
the future” [38,53,54]. For examining development trends for literature in this field, CiteSpace
software was used to analyze the literature in the field of smart cities using burst-detection.
In looking at the 10 highest-burst pieces of literature, it was found that between 2011 and 2017,
researchers paid more attention to human resources and environmental sustainability while
conducting vertical excavation of technology.

• Analysis of keyword co-occurrence has also served to reveal areas of highest activity for smart city
research, and they are “research objectives and development-strategy research direction” including
sustainable, smart design, innovation, policy, energy, and future research; “technical-support
research direction”, emphasizing core topics including IoT, cloud computing, and wireless sensor
networks; “data-processing and applied research direction” focuses on data analysis, prediction,
data risk control, and research across a range of fields. Finally, “management and applied research
direction”, with a focus on infrastructure, sensor networks, environment, security, architecture,
optimization, and services; As for keyword co-occurrence on the frontiers of smart city analysis,
these include “urban-development, lessons, sustainable city, supply chain, 5G, fog computing,
edge computing, efficient, deep learning, artificial intelligence, integration, operation, and electric
vehicle composition”. For the category “research objectives and development-strategy research
direction”, keywords were, “urban-development, lessons, sustainable city and supply chain”.
For the category “technical-support research direction”, keywords were “5G, fog computing,
edge computing, and efficient”, while for the category of “data-processing and applied research
direction”, keywords were “deep learning and artificial intelligence”. Finally, for the category
“management and applied research direction”, keywords were “integration, operation and electric
vehicle”.

• Through in-depth analysis of keyword co-occurrence, it was found that the supply chain falls under
the category of “research objectives and development-strategy research direction”. For example,
researchers looked at production systems [154], supply network structure and governance
mechanisms [155], and supply chain management technology [156] to study the influence of
smart cities on the supply chain. Researchers also examined the impact of smart cities on the food
supply chain [157]. Despite all of this, research on smart cities and supply chains is currently
in the exploratory stage. We note that such trends may not necessarily translate into actual
implementation as noted in some of the references, as indeed has been the case in scientific
research. Of course, these issues also may be of growing importance in the future. Smart cities
incorporate a huge variety of disciplines and our understanding is rapidly evolving. Nevertheless,
the degree of integration with other disciplines and research in the context of social ecology needs
to be strengthened.

This study is not only intended to help researchers and policy-makers, but also city administrators,
planners and funding bodies seeking to capture a broad overview of the directions of research associated
with smart-cities. Overall, this research area is continually expanding its scope in order to address
urban issues more comprehensively. The complexity of the field will only increase along with the
amount of research. This paper tries to clarify this complexity and make sense of the field. Identifying
how the smart-city has developed and where challenges and opportunities exist is critical to progress
in related to it, and the development of appropriate policy.
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